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star

Matt Fleenor

sun

solar eclipse



On the roof of Center in the Square we
see objects that collect energy from the

sun. They are called, 

_________________  _______________

Draw a picture below
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solar panels



Is it true or false?
The sun is the closest star to the earth.              true      false

The light from the sun star washes 
out all other light.                                                       true      false                         

Day is the only time we can see stars.                 true      false 
 
The absence of the earth spinning is what 
causes the day and night pattern.                         true     false
   
The earth uses a lot of the sun's energy.             true     false

Solar panels do not soak up energy.                     true     false

Almost all of the earth's energy comes 
from the sun.                                                                 true     false

Center in the Square has solar panels
on the roof.                                                                     true   false
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plant cycle, water cycle, 
tidal cycle,fossil fuels
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provides energy to 
the earth

SUN

EARTH

star
has a gaseous 

surface

larger than the 
earth 

can not sustain 
life

in the same 
galaxy

a hotter core 
than surface

spherical

spins on it's axis
 

rotates have gravity 

planet

has a rocky 
surface

can sustain
 life



Did you know? 
Most stars have 

___________________________________.

 
Our Solar System has _______ planets. 

 
Dr. Fleenor also mentions some other things our Solar
System has, can you name two of the things he said?

____________________________________
____________________________________

 
THE INNER PLANETS ARE 
_______________________ & _________________________
THE OUTER PLANETS ARE 
_______________________ & _________________________

 
DO YOU THINK IT MATTERS HOW 
FAR A PLANET IS FROM THE SUN?  
EXPLAIN:
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
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planets

8

asteroids, comets and drawfs planets 

rocky small

large gas-like 

You may get a variety of answers for this one.  Our
thought in asking this is to see if the student

understands that distance from the sun affects
sustainability on the planet.  
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DRAW A PICTURE OF OUR 
SOLAR SYSTEM. 

INCLUDE AS MANY DETAILS AS YOU CAN.
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Both were looking for scenarios that were "just
right". 

plasma

Lightning



Can you name the Planets?
 

__________________________     ________________________
__________________________     ________________________
__________________________     ________________________
__________________________     ________________________

What do we call it..
When conclusions are drawn without absolute verification of all

possibilities?
_____________________________________

 
How do we use this skill in science?

_______________________________________________
______________________________________________
_______________________________________________

 
How have you used this skill in your own life?

______________________________________________
______________________________________________

 
 

The sun star spins on it's axis, 
and  ____________________around the center of our galaxy.

Illustrate that below!
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inferences 

We have been able to learn things
about other stars because of what we

know about our sun star. 

orbits

    Mercury
Venus
Earth
Mars  

         
 

    

Jupiter  
Saturn 
Uranus 

 Neptune
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Venus

a beginning list.....

turn      turns        rust        star        rat     run    sat 

aunt     aunts        ants       stun       tan     ran    sun

tuna      runt          arts       art           at       an      us 
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magnetism

plasma

sunspots

convection


